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Memo to: Board of Directors 
 
From:  Les Sterman 
 
Subject: Program Status Report for June, 2011 
 
Date: June 11, 2011 
 
 
In September 2009, the Council adopted a strategy to initiate the project and advance it through 
steps to determine a conceptual design, develop a cost estimate, prepare a financial plan and 
issue the first series of bonds.  We have now executed that strategy to a positive conclusion, 
confirming the feasibility and desirability of a project to assure accreditation of area’s flood 
protection systems. The time has now come to adopt a Project Implementation Plan to describe 
how the Council will complete the design and build the project.  The Plan will document the 
design, cost estimate, and schedule for the project, and describe how it will be financed.  I have 
developed a draft of the Plan for distribution to the Board at the June meeting and it would be 
my hope that it could be adopted at the July meeting.  Having this Plan in place, even 
recognizing that it may be subject to adjustment from time to time, is an essential ingredient in 
helping businesses and citizens prepare for the future, to restore investor confidence in the area, 
and to assure taxpayers that their money is being spent effectively. 
 
Design/Construction 
 
Following the submittal of the 30% design documents last month, AMEC is beginning the 
process of advancing the design and moving forward with developing submissions to state and 
federal agencies to receive the required permits for construction.  Meetings have been held with 
state and federal agencies to clarify submittal requirements and schedules for receiving permits.  
Permitting will be a critical path item on our schedule. 
 
Work continued on finalizing the financial plan for the project so that we can align our financing 
capability with the construction schedule.  This process should be completed in June. 
 
Discussions have continued regarding the extent of the process required for the Corps of 
Engineers to issue a “Section 408” permission that will be required to make alterations to a 
federal levee.  To recap the situation, the Corps has suggested that to make improvements to the 
levee system such as those contemplated in our project, the process for granting 408 permission 
would effectively follow the identical project planning and development process that they would 
follow on a similar project.  As you know, this lengthy process is exactly what we are choosing 
to avoid by funding the project with local monies.  The process includes lengthy and costly 
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internal and external reviews and the preparation of significant additional documentation.  The 
net effect of complying with the Corps’ requests would be to delay our project for at least a year.   
 
A plain English reading of the law, the Corps’ internal guidance and relevant regulations 
suggests that our project should not be subject to such a layered and time consuming review.  I 
asked our special counsel, Husch Blackwell, to review the legal basis for the Corps’ position and 
to advise us on a course of action.  Husch prepared a legal review that concluded, in part, that 
because the actions defined in our project are contributing to maintaining the federally 
authorized level of protection, an engineering analysis done by the District is all that would be 
necessary for the Corps to grant its permission to the Council.  We met with the Corps on June 8 
to discuss the issue, and although Corps staff understands our position and does not want to 
cause undue delays for the project, the outcome of the decision-making process remains 
uncertain.  The Corps is currently assessing the various options and the uncertainty could remain 
for a number of months.  Joe Kellett, the Deputy District Engineer, will be at our June Board 
meeting to address the 408 issue. We continue to hope that the Corps can be persuaded to adopt a 
more reasonable, common-sense approach to granting the 408 permission.   
 
We recently received a response from the Corps of Engineers to my May 4 letter that requested a 
commitment to expedite processing of permits and to provide certification documentation to 
FEMA for the Chain of Rocks levee and the Mel Price Lock and Dam levee segment.  A copy of 
the response is attached.   My conclusion is that the response to these requests was not 
particularly satisfying.  While once again confirming the Corps’ support for the project, it did not 
the letter did not contain the substantive commitments that we will need.  For example, the letter 
noted that the Corps will “maintain visibility of all permit submittal requirements…and advocate 
judicious processing of permits.”  This language hardly suggests the level of vigor or urgency 
that we are seeking on the permit issue.  On the certification issue, the Corps will not commit to 
submitting the required materials directly to FEMA, only submitting documentation to the 
Council.  For our consultants to be responsible (and legally liable) for certification, they will 
need to do considerable more work than now contemplated or budgeted to complete the 
submission to FEMA.   
 
We are continuing discussions regarding the Corps undertaking a limited portion of the project 
for which they can access funding over the next few years.  The limited reevaluation reports for 
the Wood River and Prairie DuPont design deficiency corrections have essentially been 
completed and are moving through the Corps review and approval process.  The approval of 
those documents will lead to the authorization of those projects, qualifying them to receive 
federal funding.  I have signed letters of intent for our participation that are required to continue 
processing those reports.  
 
Financing 
Our financial advisors at ButcherMark have completed the financial modeling based on current 
market conditions, the availability of other revenue sources, and our project funding draw 
schedule to determine our financial capacity to build a project in accordance with the preliminary 
design.  That financial plan is nearing completion and should be available in late June.  
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Legislation 
When the STAR bonds legislation was approved by the Illinois General Assembly last year and 
the site of the subject project was changed late in the session, there were provisions remaining in 
the bill that applied to our area.  Of immediate concern to us were provisions that related to the 
FPD sales tax that specified conditions under which the proceeds of the tax could be diverted to 
support a STAR bonds project.  While those provisions are inoperative in the absence of a 
specific project in our area, I thought it would be prudent to have those provisions removed as a 
technical correction to the bill.  Sen. Haine and Rep. Holbrook agreed to sponsor a bill to make 
such a correction.  SB 1712 was successfully passed by the General Assembly and was sent to 
Gov. Quinn for signature.  I sent a letter to the Governor requesting that he sign the bill.  Our 
lobbyist, Jim McPike, was instrumental in getting the bill developed and advocating for its 
approval.    
 
Legal 
We continue to await the federal court’s ruling on FEMA’s motion to dismiss our lawsuit. A 
teleconference between the parties and the federal judge to discuss the status of the pending 
motions has been scheduled for June 22.   
 
Administrative 
As I indicated several months ago, the Council’s arrangement with East-West Gateway to serve 
as our fiscal agent will no longer work well as we move into later design and construction phases 
of the project.  The workload has already increased to the point where EWG staff has difficulty 
accommodating our needs within their normal work schedules.  The arrangement has been very 
cost-effective for the Council up to now, but our need for additional assistance means that we 
must seek a new fiscal agent.  Several weeks ago I sent out a request for proposal to private 
accounting firms and posted the RFP on our website.  Proposals are due on Friday, June 17. 
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